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INFORMATION

This is an international price list for information purposes only, it is not legally binding. All prices in Euro (€) excluding tax. Option pricing and standard 
equipment may vary in your country. Some options may not be available in your country due to technical and/or regulatory reasons. Errors and omissions 
excepted.

                         March 2019

 NEW TEST PROCEDURES (WLTP)

Stated fuel consumption and CO2 emissions are measured pursuant to EU Regulation 715/2007 in its applicable version. From 1st of September 2018 
the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP) has replaced the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC). Regardless of the applied test  
procedure, it is currently still mandatory to state fuel consumption and CO2 emissions according to NEDC, hence stated values are determined based on the 
WLTP test procedure and are converted to NEDC for comparison purposes. Depending on your country, vehicle related taxes or other duties may be based on 
fuel consumption and CO2 emissions data which differs from that stated here. The provision of additional fuel consumption and CO2 emissions as determined 
according to WLTP is currently voluntary until their provision becomes mandatory by law.

Further information on specific fuel consumption and CO2 emissions of new passenger cars is provided by the ,Leitfaden über den Kraftstoffverbrauch, 
die CO2-Emissionen und den Stromverbrauch neuer Personenkraftwagen‘ which can be obtained free of charge at all points of sale and from the  
Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH (DAT) or online https://www.dat.de/co2/.

O standard equipment

1.000,-     optional equipment

-,-          no cost option

              equipment not available
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BMW ALPINA B7 LONG-WHEELBASE

Price with ALPINA SWITCH-TRONIC 8-Speed Sport-Automatic Transmission and All-Wheel-Drive   130,084.03.-
ALPINA 4.4l V8 Bi-Turbo engine with Euro 6d emission classification and gasoline particle filter.

TECHNICAL DATA 
Cylinder   V8 90°
Displacement   cc 4395
Bore   mm 89.0
Stroke   mm 88.3
Max. output   kW (hp) 447 (608)
at    rpm 5500-6500
Max. torque   Nm 800
at    rpm 2000-5000
Fuel type   Super Plus
Emissions classification   Euro 6d*
Acceleration   0-100 km/h 3.6
Top speed    km/h 330

OFFICIAL CONSUMPTION*
Fuel consumption NEDC correlated
Urban   l/100 km 16.5
Extra-urban    l/100 km 8.8
Combined    l/100 km 11.6
CO2 emissions NEDC correlated   g/km 265
CO2 efficiency (Germany)   F

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION WLTP*
Fuel consumption WLTP combined   l/100 km 11.9
CO2 emissions WLTP combined   g/km 269

* Preliminary Data. Stated fuel consumption and CO2 emissions are measured pursuant to EU Regulation 715/2007 in its applicable version. For more information see page 1. 
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2-axle air suspension   

Active Air Stream Kidney Grille    

Active protection   

Airbags    
Front, side and head airbags, for driver and passenger.

Air conditioning, automatic with four-zone control (SA 4NB)   
The automatic air conditioning with 4-zone control and automatic air volume 
and temperature regulation can be individually adjusted by the driver, front 
passenger and outer rear passengers. In addition to a microfilter, fog sensor, 
Automatic Air Recirculation (AAR), Max Cool button and the functions 
auxiliary ventilation, residual heat and SYNC, the automatic air conditioning 
with 4-zone control also features additional vents in the B pillars.

Alarm system   
The system monitors all doors, as well as the bonnet and the tailgate. It also 
features a tilt alarm and a backup power siren.

Amazon Alexa   

Ambient lighting  
When it is dark outside, Ambient lighting creates a relaxed, cosy lighting 
atmosphere in the interior. The Welcome Light Carpet feature, part of the 
Ambient lighting equipment, illuminates the area in front of the car doors 
when entering and exiting.

Auto Start Stop function   

Carbon Core   
Innovative lightweight construction with highly rigid and light carbon elements.

Ceramic finish for controls (4U1)  
Exclusive ceramic embellishers for controls such as the gear lever and 
temperature and volume dials, as well as the border around the iDrive 
controller, lend a particularly high-quality and luxurious look.

Child seat ISOFIX attachments, rear   

Chrome detailing on the kidney grille   

Climate Comfort windscreen   
In direct sunlight, the climate comfort windscreen reduces unpleasant heating 
of the interior by reflecting infrared rays.

Comfort Access   
The Comfort Access, including contactless opening and closing of the bootlid, 
allows users to open the doors of the car and start the engine without having 
to use the car key.

Comfort seats, front (456)   
A variety of entirely electronic adjustment options for the driver and front 
passenger mean the greatest possible scope for individual customisation. They 
allow for seat height, backrest, length and angle adjustment, with separate 
adjustment options for the upper part of the backrest and the backrest width. On 
top of that, driver and front passenger can vary their seat depth and thigh support. 
There is also a height- and depth-variable lumbar support, a smoothly adjustable 
air chamber system for relieving pressure on the lower spine. Active headrests 
ensure a particularly safe seating position.
Incl. Massage function, front.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
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Connected Package Professional   

The Connected package Professional provides important services to make 

your journey easier and more convenient. Remote Services allows you to open 

and lock doors and locate the vehicle. Remote 3D View allows access to the 

vehicle environment via the smartphone app and can be retrieved as a 3D 

representation. Concierge Services provides a telephone service for access to 

information such as places of interest and hotel recommendations. Real Time 

Traffic Information can suggest diversions and warn of hazards. Connected 

Navigation includes destination suggestions via the BMW Connected App and 

vehicle. Apple CarPlay® Preparation enables wireless usage of your iPhone 

in the vehicle via Apple CarPlay®. The Connected Teaser Package includes 

Connected Office and Connected Music. In-Car Experience gives the driver 

the ability to activate 'Vitalise‘ and 'Relax‘ programmes within the vehicle. The 

Connected Package Professional experiences continuous developments and as 

a result, functions and offering may change at short notice. All services have 

a run time of three years with the exception of Apple CarPlay® Preparation 

which is one year and the Connected Teaser Package which is three months.

Connected Navigation   

ConnectedDrive Services   

Includes BMW Connected+, free usage of in-car apps via BMW Online 

(weather information, news, etc.). Registration required for customisable 

services.

Display key   
Comprises: LCD colour display incl. touch control panel, Display option of 
vehicle status information (e.g. fuel gauge and range, vehicle locking etc.), 
Includes USB charger cable, Wireless charging of the key from front centre 
armrest.

Door sill finishers ALPINA, illuminated   

Drive Performance Control   

Driving Assistant Professional (5AU)   
Comprises:
► City Collision Mitigation
► Forward Collision Warning
► Lane Departure Warning 
► Lane Change Warning
► Preventive Pedestrian Protection
► Speed Limit information
► Crossing-traffic Warning, rear
Driving Assistant Professional offers comfort and safety during difficult driving 
situations. Lane departure warning detects lane markings and helps prevent 
inadvertent departure from the lane. Lane change warning permanently monitors 
the zones either side of the car and detects other vehicles in its blind spot. 
Approach control and person warning with city braking function detects vehicles 
and people ahead and employs a braking intervention system. Crossroads warning 
with city braking function offers braking assistance with visual/acoustic warnings 
including active brake intervention. Evasion aid assists in critical approach 

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
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situations if evasion is still possible. It reacts to both vehicles and pedestrians. 
Wrong-way warning detects 'no entry‘ signs on motorways, roundabouts and 
one-way roads and issues a warning. Steering and lane control assistant assists in 
keeping to the middle of the lane through corrective steering. Automatic Speed 
Limit Assist combines Speed Limit Info with Active Cruise Control (ACC) and 
enables the automatic adoption of detected speed limits in the ACC. Lane keeping 
assistant with active side collision protection assists in keeping in lane and 
actively prevents potential side collisions. The system only provides assistance 
within defined system limits. It remains the responsibility of the driver to react to 
the actual traffic situation.

Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) incl. Dynamic Traction Control (DTC)    

Emergency Call   
If an accident takes place involving the activation of an airbag or the belt 
tensioners (for example), the system automatically issues an emergency 
call. Relevant details such as the exact position of the car, the severity of 
the accident and the possible risk of injury to occupants are transmitted to 
the BMW call centre via the car’s built-in SIM card, i.e. independent of a 
private mobile phone. The BMW call centre will inform the nearest rescue 
coordination centre and provide assistance over the phone until the rescue 
services arrive. The emergency call can also be triggered manually, in case 
other road users require help.

Enhanced Bluetooth with wireless charging  
A Smartphone holder within the centre console features inductive charging for 
compatible mobile telephones (using QI wireless charging format) and connection 
to the vehicle‘s external aerial. Includes LED charge level indicator and forgotten 
mobile phone warning. In addition, two fully functional USB ports are available, 
each with up to two amperes of charge current for quickly charging mobile 

devices. The roof aerial ensures that mobile reception is at least as good as it is 
outside of the vehicle. A second microphone with an additional volume control 
ensures optimum comprehensibility when using the hands-free function, even 
from the front passenger seat. Two mobile phones and a mobile audio player can 
be connected simultaneously via Bluetooth.

Exhaust system ALPINA, stainless steel with double-ended tailpipes   

Exterior mirrors, automatic anti-dazzle function  

First aid kit and warning triangle  

Floor mats ALPINA   

Front spoiler ALPINA    

Gesture Control   
With BMW Gesture Control, selected functions can be operated by means of 
defined hand movements. Using 3D sensors above the front centre console, 
specifically defined functions of the control display can be controlled using 
specific hand gestures and can access functions such as accepting or rejecting 
an incoming telephone call. Volume can be adjusted by circular motions of 
the index finger. Gesture Control complements the existing control systems 
such as the iDrive Touch Controller.

Head restraints, front (anti-whiplash) and rear   

Head-up Display   
The full-colour BMW Head-Up Display projects all information relevant to 
the journey directly into the driver‘s field of vision, thereby allowing them 

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
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to fully concentrate on driving. Data such as speed is displayed, along with 
navigation tips, Speed Limit Info including no-overtaking indicator, telephone 
and entertainment lists, and information and warnings from the various driver 
assistance systems.

Icon Adaptive LED headlights    
Incl. BMW Selective Beam (anti-dazzle high-beam assistant) and adaptive 
cornering lights.

Instrument panel, leather   
In addition to the instrument panel, this equipment option also includes the 
front and rear door panels. The upholstery is full-grain nappa leather of the 
finest quality, stitched by hand and trimmed with a matching contrast colour 
with striking double lap seams.

Instruments ALPINA   
Multifunctional, with Black Panel Technology.

Intelligent Personal Assistant   

Interior trim   
ALPINA luxury wood with insignia in Silver.

LED fog lights  

Live Cockpit Professional in ALPINA Design  
The BMW Live Cockpit Professional includes a fully digital 12.3“ instrument 
display in ALPINA Design, high-resolution 12.3” Control Display and BMW 
Operating System 7 (ID7) with variable, configurable widgets that display 
information in real time. The navigation function has an image of the current 

course of the road, arrow pointer, map display north-up, heading-up and 
perspective view, 3D landmarks, Micro City Models, free-text search for 
addresses and special destinations and destination guidance instructions with 
auto-zoom function. The personal user account enables unique identification 
and authentication of the vehicle user with their stored profiles (via key and 
PIN). All settings related to the respective person are adopted together with the 
profile. A hard drive-supported system includes 20GB memory. The quadruple 
tuner has diversity reception, RDS and TMC. Bluetooth/Wifi interface enables 
wireless connection of mobile terminal devices. There is 4G LTE connectivity 
using a hard-wired SIM card with 4G network in the vehicle. Intuitive 
operation can be activated by voice command, direct-selection buttons, 
iDrive Controller and touch operation on the Control Display or optional 
gesture control (only with BMW Gesture Control).

Loudspeaker system – harman/kardon surround sound
16 speakers neate a full, consitent sound at every seat. The system´s main 
features are the 460 W digital amplifier with individual adjustable equalizer.

Lumbar support   
For driver and front passenger.

Paintwork   
Metallic paintwork in standard BMW colours.

Park Distance Control (PDC), front and rear   

Parking Assistant
Camera and ultrasound-based assistance system consisting of parking assistant, 
active PDC, reversing assistant, lateral parking aid and rear view camera.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
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Panoramic glass sunroof   

Production plaque   

Rain sensor    
With automatic headlight activation.

Rear apron, integrated with double-ended tailpipes left and right   

Rear spoiler ALPINA    

Seat heating, front and rear   

Soft-close doors (323)   
The soft-close function pulls the open door shut with minimum effort and no 
unpleasant noise. Leaning the door against the lock automatically activates the 
soft-close function, closing and securing it completely.

Sport Automatic Transmission (8-speed) with ALPINA SWITCH-TRONIC   

Steering wheel   
SWITCH-TRONIC sport leather steering wheel with Multifunction.

Steering wheel heating    

Sunblinds   
Rear windscreen and rear side windows, electric.

Suspension ALPINA (2VH/2VS)   
Incl. Integral Active Steering and Executive Drive Pro.

Tyre pressure monitoring   

Upholstery  
Nappa leather.

Wheels: ALPINA CLASSIC 20“   

WiFi hotspot    
This option enables connection of mobile devices to the internet via the SIM card 
installed in the vehicle. Up to ten devices can be connected to the WiFi hotspot 
at any one time.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
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PACKAGES

Executive Lounge  7GZ 9,310.99

(Contains 453 Seat ventilation, front, 454 Seat ventilation, rear, 460 Comfort seats, rear, 4F4 Executive Lounge Seating, 
4F5 Executive Lounge rear console, 4T6 Massage function, rear, 6FR Rear-seat entertainment Experience, 6U9 BMW Touch 
Command)

EXTERIOR EQUIPMENT

ALPINA model designation   175  O
ALPINA model designation, deletion   176   -.-
Deco-Set deletion   172  O
Deco-Set Gold, sides and front spoiler   170  -.-
Deco-Set Gold, front spoiler only   173 -.-
Deco-Set Silver, sides and front spoiler   171  -.-
Deco-Set Silver, front spoiler only   174 -.-
Exterior trim, High-gloss Shadowline   760  478.99
Lettering ALPINA in Frontspoiler, BLACK high-gloss   182B -,-
Lettering ALPINA in frontspoiler, Gold   182G -,-
Lettering ALPINA in frontspoiler, Silver   182S O
Rear spoiler ALPINA   167  O

PAINTWORK

BMW Individual paintwork   POA
Exclusive paintwork ALPINA Blue metallic   X06 2,857.14
Exclusive paintwork ALPINA Green II metallic   X09 2,857.14
Metallic paintwork   met O

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE LONG-WHEELBASE 
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE LONG-WHEELBASE 

Non-metallic paintwork   uni -.-

SAFETY, TECHNOLOGY AND CHASSIS

Limited slip differential   209 2,773.11

Night Vision with pedestrian recognition   6UK 2,848.74
Night Vision with pedestrian recognition provides the driver with a range of vision that well exceeds the beam of light from 
the headlights, making it possible to identify people and large animals from a significant distance at night. Additionally, the 
Dynamic Marker Light function of the dazzle-free main headlight selectively illuminates them.
Incl. Headlight wash.

Remote Control Parking   5DV 378.15
Only in combination with 5ON Parking Assistant Plus

Parking Assistant Plus  5DN 428.57
Parking Assistant Plus is a driver assistance system. It comprises Parking assistant which facilitates parking into parallel and 
lateral parking spaces as well as leaving parking spaces parallel to the road. Reversing Assistant saves the last 50m taken 
by the driver going forwards in order to follow the path while reversing. Lateral parking aid assists in damage minimisation 
while manoeuvring using information from Park distance Control. Rear view camera supports the driver when reversing into 
a parking space by showing the area in the rear of the vehicle in the Control Display. Surround View includes Top View, 
Panorama View and Remote 3D View. Cameras at the front and rear and in the exterior mirrors provide a 360 degree view 
around the vehicle including a three-dimensional visualistion. Panorama View, front and rear, makes it more safe to approach 
junctions and exits. Remote View 3D transfers static images from 3D view to mobile terminal devices via the mobile phone 
network (only in combination with the Remote Service option). In Surround View, the vehicle and its surroundings can be 
viewed from any perspective. The system only provides assistance within defined limits. It remains the responsibility of the 
respective driver to react to the actual traffic.
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CLIMATE AND GLASING

Ambient Air package   4NM 294.12
At the push of a button, the Ambient Air Package fills the interior of the car with a subtle, pleasant fragrance. Eight fragrances, 
belonging to four themes, are available, all specially composed for the vehicle. Two can be used alternately in the vehicle at a 
time. The intensity of the fragrance can be set to three levels. The function is shown on the Control Display.

Auxiliary heating   536 1,428.57
Vehicles equipped with option 536 Auxiliary Heating may exhibit a temporary reduction in power output when driven 
extremely hard in combination with very high outside air temperatures.

Climate Comfort laminated glass   356 882.35
In combination with 420 Sun protection glass: Deletion of the Climate Comfort laminated glass from B-pillar on the rear 
window and the rear side windows.

Sky Lounge panoramic glass sunroof   407 764.71

Sun protection glass   420 436.98
The sun protection (tinted) glazing for the rear window and rear side windows reduces the degree to which the interior heats 
up in direct sunlight.

COMFORT EQUIPMENT 

BMW Individual cool box   791 1,176.47
Not in combination with 465 Through-loading system and 4UY Through-loading ski bag.

Smoker’s package   441 75.63
The smoker‘s package includes a cigarette lighter and an ashtray in the front centre console, as well as an ashtray in each of 
the rear doors.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE LONG-WHEELBASE 
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Through-loading ski bag   4UY 243.70
The Ski and snowboard bag makes it possible to transport skis or snowboards cleanly and safely, with two people comfortably 
seated in the rear. Practical carabiners ensure that it is securely fastened. The bag can be easily removed and used outside  
the car.

Through-loading system   465 126.05

Universal remote control   319 218.49
Please note: In combination with 358 Climate Comfort windscreen: limited functionality.

INTERIOR EQUIPMENT / INTERIOR DESIGN

Floor mats ALPINA   111 O
Floor mats ALPINA with leather piping   111Z 319.33
Headlining Alcantara (available colours according to BMW offer)   upon request
Available in combination with every upholstery and LAVALINA interior I or II.
Headlining Alcantara (colour according to corresponding upholstery, not freely selectable)   XD5 1,344.54
Only in combination with ZBxx Merino Leather.
Headlining, Alcantara Anthracite   776 1,176.47
Headlining, Anthracite   775 319.33
Luggage compartment mat ALPINA   114 151.26
Luggage compartment mat ALPINA with leather piping   114Z 235.29

INTERIOR TRIM

ALPINA luxury wood with insignia in Silver   XEY O
ALPINA piano black with insignia in Silver   XEZ 739.50

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE LONG-WHEELBASE 
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Ash Grain Chestnut wood, with Wood inlay   4AX 579.83
BMW Individual interior trim   XEx upon request
Dark Grey Poplar wood   4AS 462.19
Fineline Black wood, High-gloss with Metal effect   4LM 462.19
Fineline wood, High-gloss   4B7 -.-
Fine wood trim poplar grain grey-metallic high-gloss   4KF 462.19
Fine wood trim American Oak dark with metal inlay   4KE 579.83
Fineline wood, High-gloss with Aluminium gear surround   4K2 -.-

WHEELS

ALPINA CLASSIC 20“ forged wheel, weight-optimised, without wheel hub covers   162S O
With MICHELIN Pilot Super Sport: 

front 8.5 x 20“ with 255/40 ZR20 (101Y) XL, EU-tyre label* E / A /  71 dB
rear 10 x 20“ with 295/35 ZR20 (105Y) XL, EU-tyre label* C / A /  73 dB

ALPINA CLASSIC 21“ forged wheel, weight-optimised, without wheel hub covers   150S  2,478.99
With MICHELIN Pilot Sport 4S: 

front 8.5 x 21“ with 255/35 ZR21 (98Y) XL, EU-tyre label* C / A /  71 dB
rear 10 x 21“ with 295/30 ZR21 (102Y) XL, EU-tyre label* C / A /  73 dB

ALPINA CLASSIC 20“ forged winter wheel and tyre set, weight-optimised, without wheel hub covers   5,033.61
With Continental ContiWinterContact TS 830 P: 

front 8.5 x 20 with 255/40 R20 101V XL M+S, EU-tyre label* E / E /  73 dB
rear 10 x 20“ with 285/35 R20 104V XL M+S, EU-tyre label* E / E /  75 dB

* EU-tyre label = fuel efficiency / wet grip / external rolling noise class, external rolling noise.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE LONG-WHEELBASE 
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STEERING WHEEL

SWITCH-TRONIC sport leather steering wheel with Multifunction   2XAA O
Steering wheel hand finished in:
► ALPINA LAVALINA, Green/Blue stitching   1AL1 O
► ALPINA LAVALINA, bespoke stitching   1AL2 537.82
► ALPINA LAVALINA, bespoke stitching wheel rim and stitching   1AL3 638.66

LIGHTS

BMW Laserlights   5AZ 1,470.59
With the high-beam on, BMW Laserlights illuminate a range of up to 600 metres - nearly twice as far as that of LED headlights. 
Includes both LED technology for enhanced light intensity and wide illumination, in addition to Laser technology for even 
greater intensity when using high-beam at higher speeds. Headlights with BMW Laserlight feature blue design accents, as well 
as “BMW Laserlight” lettering.

NAVIGATION / COMMUNICATION / ENTERTAINMENT  (some services / options may not be available in your country)

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE LONG-WHEELBASE 
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BMW Touch Command   6U9 411.77
The BMW Touch Command is a tablet with 7“ display that is integrated into the centre armrest in the rear. It is connected to the 
car‘s systems and offers comprehensive operation and setting options. Using the tablet, the rear seats and front passenger seat 
can be adjusted, for example. Air conditioning, ventilation and seat heating in the rear can be operated, as well as the interior 
lighting with Ambient lighting, the blinds for the glass sunroof and the roller sunblinds. The entertainment functions can also 
be controlled. The portable BMW Touch Command can be conveniently charged from the Snap-in adapter.

Bowers & Wilkins Diamond surround sound system   6F1 3,739.50
The Bowers & Wilkins Diamond surround sound system offers outstanding studio-quality sound in the vehicle. 
16 speakers with a total output of 1,200 watts provide a mesmerising sound experience. Innovative speaker materials strike the 
perfect balance between sound quality and vehicle weight. The stainless-steel speaker trim features the exclusive Fibonacci 
cutout design.

DAB digital radio    654 352.94
The DAB tuner delivers a virtually unlimited array of radio entertainment. Digital radio reception provides a large 
selection of stations, as well as numerous speciality channels.

Independent rear telephone   6NB 747.90
The separate telephone with cordless handset is located in the rear center armrest and is easily accessible from both rear seats.

Rear-seat entertainment Experience with BMW Touch Command     6FR 2,605.04

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE LONG-WHEELBASE 
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Rear-seat entertainment Experience is operated using BMW Touch Command. It includes two 10“ colour displays on the rear 
side of the front seat backrests. It also includes a Blu-ray player, an HDMI connection for mobile devices, as well as various 
connections for MP3 players, game consoles, etc. Up to three sets of headphones can be connected via the integrated wireless 
interface. In combination with the rear massage seats, the Vitality Programme can also be used with the equipment Rear-seat 
entertainment Experience. 

Price in combination with 4F5 Executive Lounge rear console 2,184.87

TV function   601/60A  1,050.42

SEATING

Comfort seats, rear   460 1,848.74
The comfort rear seats have particularly comfortable upholstery and are electrically adjustable in several ways. The fore-and-aft 
position of each of the individual seats can be adjusted by up to ten centimetres. The backrest angle adjustment ranges from 
an upright position to a relaxed comfort position with a 45° flat angle. The rear seat comfort headrests are also individually 
electrically adjustable, and feature a removable Alcantara Comfort cushion. The control units for the two comfort seats are 
located on the centre armrest in the rear. The memory function allows two individual configurations to be saved and restored 
at the push of a button.

Executive Lounge rear console   4F5 2,478.99
The Executive Lounge rear console offers a wealth of functions for the best possible comfort in the back seat of the vehicle. 
Via BMW Touch Command, a 7“ touchscreen tablet, it also allows for convenient operation of the comfort and entertainment 
functions. On the passenger side in the rear, along with a folding table that can be angled vertically and extended horizontally, 
the Executive Lounge rear console offers two integrated cupholders, including a storage compartment and another compartment 
under the armrest. Additionally, the Executive Lounge rear console includes a snap-in charging holder for the BMW Touch 
Command, and exclusive Floor mats in high pile. The Executive Lounge rear console leaves four seats available in the vehicle.
Only in combination with 460 Comfort seats, rear.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE LONG-WHEELBASE 
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Executive Lounge Seating   4F4 1,428.57
Executive Lounge Seating equipment provides the passenger seated behind the front passenger with a high degree of comfort 
thanks to maximised leg room. The seat and backrest angle can be individually adjusted to create a comfortable relaxation 
position. An electrically extending footrest on the front passenger backrest increases comfort even further.
For even more space in the rear of the vehicle, the front passenger seat can be moved up to 90 mm forward and the headrest 
folded down, to allow an unobstructed view to the front.
Please note: Front passenger seat without massage function, side support adjustment, restricted adjustability of height, lumbar 
support and backwards lengthwise adjustment.
Only in combination with 453 Seat ventilation, front, 454 Seat ventilation, rear, 460 Comfort seats, rear, 6FR Rear-seat 
entertainment Experience with BMW Touch Command and 4T6 Massage function, rear.

Heat comfort package, front   4HB  85.03
The package includes seat heating for the driver and front passenger as well as heating in the steering wheel, centre console 
and the side armrests in the doors. The seat heating elements are located in the seat surfaces and backrests. Each seat can be 
individually set to one of three temperature settings. The side armrest heating can be separately controlled via the iDrive menu 
or touchscreen.
Not in combination with 4HC Heat comfort package, front and rear.

Heat comfort package, front and rear   4HC  336.13
The package includes seat heating for the driver, front passenger and the outer rear seats, as well as heating in the steering 
wheel, centre console, rear centre armrest and the side armrests in the doors. The seat heating elements are located in the seat 
surfaces and backrests. Each seat can be individually set to one of three temperature settings. 
The side armrest heating can be separately controlled via the iDrive menu or touchscreen.
Only in combination with 460 Comfort seats, rear.
Not in combination with 248 steering wheel heating.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE LONG-WHEELBASE 
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Massage function, rear   4T6 1,008.40
Rear-seat passengers can choose between eight different massage functions in the backrest and seat surface in order to stimulate 
or relax muscles in a targeted manner, leading to less pressure on the spinal discs. These massage programmes can be set to 
one of three intensity levels. The eight programmes are divided into the categories mobilisation, relaxation and vitalisation. 
The vitalisation function leads to a noticeable relaxation and invigoration of the body, which is particularly beneficial on long 
journeys. The rear-seat entertainment monitor displays an animated training programme (Vitality Programme) in synch with the 
massage actuators. The entire range of programs and functions is controlled via the BMW Touch Command for the rear-seat 
entertainment system.
Only in combination with 460 Comfort seats, rear.

Seat ventilation, front   453 714.29

Seat ventilation, rear   454 714.29
Only in combination with 453 Seat ventilation, front and 460 Comfort seats, rear.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE LONG-WHEELBASE 

BMW options not available: 2XL Leather stearing wheel with wooden inlays, 2XM BMW Individual leather steering wheel finely structured, 3AC Towbar, fully electric, 
3E1 Pure Excellence Exterior Design, 337 M Sport Package, 4M8 BMW Individual rear seat reading lights, BMW Packages, 5AS Driving Assistant, 403 Electric glas sunroof, 
XC4 BMW Individual Composition, XL4 BMW Individual leather steering wheel with fine wood, XC5 BMW Individual Composition with M Sport contents, 
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UPHOLSTERY

Nappa leather   NAxx O

Nappa leather with extended contents / stitching   NMxx 420.17
Merino leather, full    ZBxx 6,815.13

Optionally add:
ALPINA Design, deletion   1ADE O
ALPINA floor mats with leather piping   111Z 319.32
Not in combination with Merino leather.
ALPINA Lettering on headrests, embossed   1APR 361.35
ALPINA Logo on headrests, embossed   1APL 361.35
ALPINA luggage compartment mat with leather piping   114Z 235.29
ALPINA Rhombs in the headrests (only front seats)   1ARK 361.35

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE LONG-WHEELBASE 
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LAVALINA COLOURS

ALPINA IDENTITY, LAVALINA Interior I (Only in combination with 460 Comfort seats, rear.)

According to LAVALINA colours    LAV1 7,142.86
► Seats, front and rear, with flat piping and headrests, front and rear
► Back of seats incl. pocket
► Lateral section rear side doors
► Lower seat trim panel
► Steering wheel, finished in ALPINA LAVALINA, green/blue stitching
► Double stitching in bespoke colour

Optionally add:
ALPINA Floor mats with leather piping   111Z 319.33
Not in combination with Merino leather.
ALPINA LAVALINA Design, deletion   1ADE O
ALPINA Lettering on headrests, embossed   1APR 361.35
ALPINA Lettering on seatbacks, embossed   1ASG 361.35
ALPINA Logo on headrests, embossed   1APL 361.35
ALPINA Logo on seatbacks, embossed   1ALG 361.35
ALPINA Luggage compartment mat with leather piping   114Z 235.29
ALPINA Rhombs in the headrests (only front seats)   1ARK 361.35
ALPINA Roundels in seatbacks   1AME -.-
Surcharge for bespoke leather colour   1ASO 1,008.40
Surcharge for Bi-Colour interior   1ABI 361.35

Ivory 1412, Linen 1559, Birch 1470, Caramel 1450, Cognac 1155, Crimson Red 1517, Blackberry 611, Rosso 1187, Crystal Grey 1481, Platinum 1414, Atlantic Blue 
1433, Gentian 1444, Classic Blue 1413, ALPINA Green 1502, Racing Green 1245, Black 911.
Stitching and rhomb colours can be freely chosen. Bespoke leather colours to match your personal preference are also available. For details please contact your local 
ALPINA dealer or visit our website at WWW.ALPINA.DE

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE LONG-WHEELBASE 
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT CODE LONG-WHEELBASE 

ALPINA IDENTITY, LAVALINA Interior II (Only in combination with 460 Comfort seats, rear.)

According to LAVALINA colours   LAV2 15,462.18
► Seats, front and rear, with flat piping and headrests, front and rear
► Back of seats incl. pocket
► Lower seat trim panel
► Lateral section rear side doors
► Armrest in the doors, inserts in the door panels and faceplate B-pillar lower section
► Door lower panel
► Instrument panel lower section
► Centre console incl. armrest
► Floor mats with leather piping
► Luggage compartment mat with leather piping
► Steering wheel, finished in ALPINA LAVALINA, green/blue stitching
► Diverse plastic parts, painted in leather colour
          Price in combination with 4F4 Executive Lounge Seating  16,176.47
          Price in combination with 4F5 Executive Lounge rear console 17,605.04
          Price in combination with 7GZ Executive Lounge 18,319.33
► Double stitching in bespoke colour
Optionally add:
ALPINA Design applications   1ALA -.-
In leather LAVALINA, colour matching the flat piping, varying stitching pattern
ALPINA LAVALINA Design, deletion   1ADE O
ALPINA Lettering on headrests, embossed   1APR 361.35
ALPINA Lettering on seatbacks, embossed   1ASG 361.35
ALPINA Logo on headrests, embossed   1APL 361.35
ALPINA Logo on seatbacks, embossed   1ALG 361.35
ALPINA Rhombs in the headrests (only front seats)   1ARK 361.35
ALPINA Roundels in seatbacks   1AME -.-
Surcharge for bespoke leather colour   1ASO 1,008.40
Surcharge for Bi-Colour interior   1ABI -.-
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ALPINA RECYCLING
Your BMW ALPINA is part of an all-embracing recycling concept. Recycling demands are already considered early in the development process of a BMW ALPINA. An example 
of this is in the selection of materials – they are chosen, such that they are environmentally friendly and easily recyclable, using a minimum of resources to do so. Every BMW 
ALPINA is built so that it is easily and cost-effectively recyclable at the end of its useable life span. All this occurs in close co-operation between BMW and ALPINA. BMW 
Group has built a European-wide redemption and recycling infrastructure, and require high quality and environmental standards. For return of your automobile for the purpose of 
recycling, please contact your BMW ALPINA partner. They are ready to help. For further information about recycling firms and redemption locations, please see www.bmw.com. 

This is an international price list for information purposes only, it is not legally binding. Option pricing and standard equipment may vary in your country. Some options may not be 
available in your country due to technical and/or regulatory reasons. All technical data in this brochure apply to the German market (left-hand drive models, right-hand drive models 
may differ). Additional international units of measure shown in the technical data are for the purposes of information only. The models illustrated in this brochure may show the 
specifications of vehicles produced for Germany or another market. In part, the specifications include optional equipment and accessories not fitted as standard. According to the 
specific requirements of other markets or countries, alterations in models, technical data, standard and optional equipment may occur. Not all model versions may be available in your 
country. For precise information on model features, equipment, prices, fuel consumption and CO2 emissions as they apply to your country please contact your local BMW ALPINA 
dealer or importer. Errors and omissions excepted. Subject to modifications. March 2019.

©  ALPINA. Not to be reproduced wholly or in part without written permission of ALPINA Burkard Bovensiepen GmbH + Co. KG, Buchloe, Germany.


